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Introduction

Location tracking enables you to keep track of operative movements throughout the day and ensure 
everything is to plan. This is Oneserve’s first version of location tracking and we hope to work with 
you and your teams to build upon this offering with further improvements to deliver even greater 
benefits. 

This functionality is available when operatives use the new native Oneserve Mobile app, although it 
is currently only available to Android users. If you are interested in using location tracking, please 
read through the following information for clarity on the functionality. If you would like to implement 
location tracking, please get in touch with us via the support channel and we can enable this for 
you.

Once enabled, please raise any feedback on the current implementation, and ideas for future 
improvements, via products@oneserve.co.uk.

If you are using iOS devices and are interested in utilising location tracking, please let us know at 
products@oneserve.co.uk. We would like to understand the level of demand for this service through 
this operating system.

Key points

● Location tracking is only available via the new Oneserve Mobile app on Android devices.

● Tracking can be enabled per mobile resource for greater control.

● Once enabled, tracking must be accepted on the user’s device to ensure accurate tracking.

● GPS location updates are performed every 2 minutes, if an operative has moved over 10 
metres from the previous record a new timestamped location will be taken and stored. 

○ If the operative has not moved since the previous record, a new one will not be 
taken and the previous record will stand.

● From the mobile app, an operative will be able to view their current location and throughout 
the day see their taken route (as per location tracking records). 
The planned route is not available on mobile

● From the desktop, users can view all available resources’ current locations within the 
chosen team. The planned routes for all selected operatives are also displayed. 
Operatives’ actual routes taken are not available on the desktop
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Enabling location tracking

To first enable location tracking, get in touch with us via the support channel. 

Once enabled, you can control which operatives are being tracked via the resource profile. As 
below, the ‘Resource Location’ selection is now available and you can turn this on or off to enable 
or disable tracking of that resource.

By default, upon enabling location tracking, all resources will be disabled for location tracking, giving 
you control of who you wish to track.

To fully utilise location tracking, you will also need to enable coordinates against sites and the 
‘Route View’ map function. Along with giving greater route planning functionality by using exact 
coordinates of sites/addresses, you are then able to view the current location of your operatives via 
‘Route View’. 

To find out more about how to enable coordinates against sites and the benefits they deliver, please 
view the documentation here or contact the Support team.

https://support.oneserve.co.uk/hc/en-us/articles/360002907234-Coordinates


Desktop view: Operative location

Once enabled, office staff can use the ‘Route View’ function to view the current or last known 
location of operatives. This, along with the locations of appointments and the planned route, gives 
you improved operational awareness and easier scheduling of emergency jobs (based on viewing 
who is the closest operative). 

To view an operative’s location, first select the relevant team you wish to view - by default all 
available resources will be selected and, if you wish to narrow down to a specific subset of 
resources, you can enable or disable via the left-hand side panel as shown below:

Although we are recording ‘historical tracking information’ for an operative, we do not currently 
support the display of this information in the route view map.



Mobile view: Operative map

Mobile users can view their current location, as well as their recorded route as they travel between 
appointments via the map view. 

This allows users to view their current location in relation to their appointments, enabling easier 
planning and navigation.

While the display of the recorded route taken by an operative is supported on the mobile, the 
display of the planned route scheduled (as displayed on the desktop view) is not currently 
supported. This is due to the fact that it could change on the day according to traffic and other 
conditions. 



Limitations

There are limitations within this initial implementation of location tracking as follows:

● At this time,we only display the current location, or last known location, for operatives on 
the route view and not the historical tracking data.

● The route view map page in the desktop application does not auto-update location 
information, so users currently need to refresh this page to get the latest ‘live’ view of 
location data. In the future, we would like to make this data refresh as close to ‘real-time’ as 
possible, in order to avoid the need for refreshing the page.

● To view the location of appointments and use route view, users must also be using and 
storing geo-coordinates against sites and have the route view page enabled.

● Location tracking will be unable to function effectively in non-connectivity areas e.g 
underground.



Known issues

Intermittent recording

We have received reports from some client-partner’s that they are only receiving intermittent 
updates from location tracking, rather than constant updates throughout the day. 

Note - This is potentially related to offline connectivity - we are unable to get location updates when 
operatives are in no signal areas. 

Documentation

Help Centre

The following guides on the Oneserve Help Centre provide further advice and guidance for internal 
teams and customers:

● Setup Guide 
https://support.oneserve.co.uk/hc/en-us/articles/360002270937-New-Mobile-Location-Trac
king

● FAQ’s
https://support.oneserve.co.uk/hc/en-us/articles/360013315373-New-Mobile-Engineer-Loc
ation-FAQs
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